EARLY WARNING
SYSTEM

Secure Portal

PROACTIVE FRAUD DETECTION

Secure Portal detects the following threats in real time
without installation of any additional soﬅware on
client devices:
Unsanctioned access to personal
accounts and sensitive data
Bank card data collection
and purchases paid
for by stolen cards
Bonus card theﬅ
Stealing in-game items

Use of bots to guess passwords,
cheat in voting competitions,
place reviews
Comparative advertisements
misleading customers away
from oﬃcial websites

UNIQUE THREAT
DATA SOURCES
High-tech infrastructure
designed to collect threat data
enables us to monitor new fraud
tactics and timely update
indicators of compromise.

Joint use of paid subscriptions

THREAT INTELLIGENCE

And other fraud schemes.

Group-IB leverages data
on compromised bank cards
and accounts as well as daily
updated information about TOR
nodes, SOCKS proxy and other
suspicious IPs to promptly detect
and prevent fraudulent activity.

Growing customer databases can be leveraged both by cybercriminals
and your competitors.
Secure Portal uses unique data, device ﬁngerprinting technology and
own machine learning solutions to detect fraudulent activity as soon as
the user enters your website.

FORENSICS

Save your money
Reduce the number of chargebacks
from stolen bank cards used to pay
for goods and services
Decrease ﬁnancial loss caused by
purchases paid for by stolen bonus
cards

Strengthen your reputation
Prevent sensitive data leaks
Enhance clients’ conﬁdence in your
brand by notifying clients of fraud
attempts
Prevent reputational damages

Reduce expenses for processing
clients’ complaints

WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM SECURE PORTAL:
ONLINE STORES
CORPORATE
PORTALS
GAME PORTALS

E-COMMERCE
PAID SUBSCRIPTION
SERVICES

Group-IB’s Computer forensics
laboratory analysts provide us
with information on the most
advanced malware targeting our
clients.

MACHINE INTELLIGENCE
By processing large data sets
on client behavior, machines detect
malicious anomalies. Group-IB
analysts select those related to
fraud preparation and execution
and develop machine learning
to detect unknown fraud indicators.

HOW SECURE PORTAL WORKS
DATA COLLECTION

DATA PROCESSING

The JavaScript module runs together
with the webpage without any
involvement from the customer.
The script functions unnoticeable
to the customer.
The module monitors any injection
attempts on Internet pages, collects
customer device identiﬁcation data
and monitors for signatures
of malicious activity on the customer
side.
The anonymized data is transmitted
over a secure channel to the Secure
Portal server infrastructure.

Online platform

Secure
Portal
Infected client
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The script does not slow the page loading speed.

To correlate and classify the data
obtained, Group-IB uses accumulated
and daily updated information
on the activities of fraudsters both
in Russia and abroad.
If fraud is detected, Group-IB
immediately informs the portal
security service.
The API can be used for direct
integration with fraud monitoring
systems and with other portal IT
infrastructure including notiﬁcations
and established response procedures
in real time.

SECURE PORTAL CAN PROTECT YOUR BRAND
For theﬅ of user credentials and
bank card data, fraudsters create
fake bank sites. Many of these are
simply copies of original
resources.

As soon as the ﬁrst user enters
the phishing resource, the module
informs the Secure Portal system
on the domain name of the
website, which is detected by the
module.

Secure Portal transfers the domain
name detected to 24/7 CERT-GIB
emergence response team, which
will promptly block the phishing
resource upon your conﬁrmation.

MAXIMUM CONVENIENCE

Detailed information about each
suspicious session is available
in the interface.

CONTACT US
to test Secure Portal

+7 (495) 984 33 64
sp@group-ib.com

Lightning fast implementation

Cloud interface

It takes 20 minutes to install
the Secure Portal module on your
website.

Professional assistance from specialists
with vast experience in response
to online fraud.

Documented АРI

Support by analysts

Convenient integration with fraud
monitoring systems and other
portal IT infrastructure.

Professional assistance from specialists
with vast experience in response
to online fraud.

LEARN MORE
about fraud prevention
with Secure Portal

MEET GROUP-IB
One of 7 world’s best threat intelligence
providers according to Gartner

sp.group-ib.com

www.group-ib.com

